Not only books
The e-Leonardo is also very useful to meet many
other protection and filing needs. In fact, the machine
is perfect for sealing and wrapping prints, photographs,
drawings, documents, certificates, prototypes,CDs and DVDs

!

The Co Librì e-Leonardo book covering machine has been designed to be used
exclusively with Co Librì brand material.
Using non-genuine CoLibrì material causes incorrect operation and may damage
the machine seriously and therefore renders the machine's warranty void.

The automatic book covering
machine for all types of books
Digitally controlled
processes
Alignment grid complete
with instructions
START pedal
Easy maintenance
Manufactured using
100% recyclable materials.
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Made in Italy

Made in Italy

DIGITALLY
CONTROLLED
PROCESS

Now only one finger
is required to create
covers for every type
of book.

EASY
TECHNOLOGY

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

e-Leonardo is the best
choice to cover books:

The e-Leonardo senses, controls, calibrates, descends,
welds, cuts and returns to its initial position.The machine
produces perfect covers, thanks to the digitally controlled
sensors.The machine controls the temperature, the time
and the pressure to ensure perfect welding and cutting.
The e-Leonardo book covering machine has an
animated display that informs the user what to do at
every moment and what the machine is doing, it counts
the number of completed cuts and indicates any possible
operations to be performed using codes.

The Co Librì System, patented worldwide, is designed
to cover books. N presents the
e-Leonardo ,
the latest state-of-the-art book covering machine.
The e-Leonardo operates automatically: the
machine produces covers which fits as snug as a second
skin to books of every type and size.
An advanced electronic control makes the machine
easier to use, more precise and faster than the previous
models. Cutting only takes 4 seconds and a customised
cover is produced in only 20 seconds in an extremely
simple way.

The CoLibrì Covers.
The e-Leonardo uses the special Co Librì covers in
three different formats, transparent or coloured.
The Co Librì covers are protective and resistant, soft
and pleasant to the touch and are ideal for hardcover
and paperback books. Also the Co Librì covers are safe,
especially for children because they are non-toxic and
are certified EC and PAT.

How to customise the book
covering operation for books
of every kind and format using
e-Leonardo :

PERFECT CUT
AND WELD

1

Choose the most
suitable size
CoLibrì cover
and then insert
the book's
front or back
cover.

2

Position the CoLibrì
cover in the slot
and press START:
e-Leonardo
automatically
activates the
sensors, descends,
cuts and welds.

3

Automatic

Ecologic

Press the START button and the machine
begins to work for you

Manufactured using materials which are
100% recyclable

Versatile

Energy Saving

The machine can be operated using the pedal
if you want to keep your hands free

Consumes very little energy
and minimises processing residues

Very quick

Compact

The cutting phase only takes 4 seconds, and the book
covering operation is completed in only 20 seconds

Occupies very little space - when open: length 56 cm width 44 cm, when folded: length 56 cm - width 22 cm

Safe

Foldable

Cutting and welding
are controlled electronically

Occupies even less space when folded and can also
be stored in a vertical position

Communicative

Lightweight

The machine describes all its operations
on the display while it is working

Very easy to move,
weighing only 4.3 kg

Now also insert
the book’s other
cover in the
CoLibrì cover,
position and
repress START.

Precise

Elegant

All done!

The final result is a perfect cover
which fits just like a second skin

The machine has an elegant
design because visual impact
is important

